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Abstract. As the lowest level of any computer system, one may want
a small kernel that is easy to program but can be analyzed and proved
correct. The classical Turing machine (TM) could be used, but is too
inconvenient. This paper introduces a semantic Turing machine (STM),
a kind of register machine that combines the transparency and simplicity
of the action of a Turing machine with a clearly arranged assembler-style
programming language and a user-friendly representation of semantic
information, akin to the Semantic Web.
This paper describes the STM, its information management and �ow
control, and shows how a semantic Turing machine can simulate any
ordinary Turing machine.

1 Introduction

A Turing machine (TM), introduced originally in 1936 by Turing [17], is a
commonly used abstract model of a simple computer; see, e.g., the classic book
by Rogers [13] or Aho et al. [2]. The concept of a Turing machine is very simple
and powerful, but it has two disadvantages that prevent the use of a TM as a
device for e�ciently performing calculations:

1. The representation of information on the one-dimensional tape is semanti-
cally adequate only in some cases. Usually the result of a calculation cannot
be interpreted easily.

2. The instructions of the TM are too primitive, their formulation is not intu-
itive in terms of semantically important actions. Given a set of instructions
of some TM, it is very laborious to �nd out what this TM does.

We therefore alter the concept of a TM concerning those two issues, and the
resulting machine is a semantic Turing machine (STM).

Concerning item 1, the STM represents information by semantic relations
between nodes represented by a binary operator, the dot operation. Using
the dot operation, complex relations can be represented in a simple and user-
friendly way, either as a directed, labeled graph, or equivalently as a sparse
matrix. Thus an STM allows the expression of semantics in a very natural form.
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Concerning item 2, the STM is able to execute an STM function, i.e., a
sequence of commands written in the assembler-like STM language. Each com-
mand performs an action on the memory comprehensible directly in terms of the
intended semantics.

Altogether, we think of the STM as a machine that performs some basic
actions on its memory. The STM has random access to this memory, and the ac-
tions it performs (like writing, copying, deleting,. . . ) are determined by a human-
readable program.

A cornerstone in the design of the STM is the requirement that the STM is
powerful enough to simulate itself in a simple and easily intelligible way. This
is achieved by an STM function that can simulate every other STM function.
Since this is analogous to the role of a universal Turing machine, we call this
function the Universal Semantic Turing Machine (USTM).

The USTM, brie�y described in Section 9, is a function short and transparent
enough to be checked by hand. The USTM gives us a possibility to check many
aspects of the STM for correctness.

That the STM is as least as powerful as an ordinary Turing machine is shown
in Section 8, but we give the STM even more power by allowing it to access the
capabilities of the physical device it is implemented on: external memory and
external processors, see Section 5. This has the consequence that the STM is no
longer equivalent to an ordinary Turing machine, or in other words, not every
STM function, regarded as a function on the context, is Turing computable. For
example, external processors might have access to the system clock etc..

All this makes the STM a powerful semantically self-contained, transparent
and easily usable tool that can be a trustworthy foundation for any computer
system that deals with semantic content. By bootstrapping [16] one can then
build up a high-level language step by step, starting from the low-level language.

Currently, we have a tested implementation of the STM written in MATLAB.
From the point of view of the physical device, this implementation of the STM
is a virtual machine.

A more extensive description of the STM with more examples, the complete
code of the USTM and a description of the implementation is in preparation;
for a preliminary version see [8].

The term `semantic Turing machine' has also been used recently in a di�er-
ent sense by Rodriguez & Bollen [12]. Their concept of a semantic Turing
machine is much closer to an ordinary Turing machine, using a transition table,
but operating on a semantic web.

Acknowledgements. We thank Mike Mowbray and D. E. Stevenson from Clemson
University for contributing useful remarks. Support by the Austrian Science
Fund (FWF) under contract number P20631 is gratefully acknowledged.
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2 The semantic Turing machine

A semantic Turing machine (STM) is a machine manipulating semantic
information about the relation between nodes. A formal de�nition of nodes and
related notions is given in Neumaier & Schodl [14] and summarized here.

We assume a countably in�nite set of nodes (although in an implementation,
only a �nite subset is actually accessible). Nodes can be counts, Booleans,
strings, values, handles or �elds. Counts are terminal nodes, i.e., they cannot
have �elds. The hash # is used to represent an arbitrary node by a hash followed
by some suggestive name. For example, instead of writing a.b.c together with
the information that a is a library, b is a function and c is a block, we simply write
#lib.#function.#block. A position is a pair (#h,#f) consisting of a handle #h
and a �eld #f. A semantic mapping assigns to each position a unique node
#h.#f.

A true statement of the form #a.#b=#c is called a semantic unit or short
a sem. We may interpret a semantic mapping as a semantic matrix (SM) in
the following way: for every sem #a.#b=#c, the SM has an entry #c in row #a

and column #b.
We say that the sem d.e=f follows the sem a.b=c if c and d are the same

node. Using a left-associative notation, we then write a.b.e=f; thus a.b.e stands
for (a.b).e. This notation naturally extends to more dots. A path starting at
#h and ending at #e is a sequence of sems such that the �rst sem has handle
#h, each later sem follows the previous one, and the last sem has entry #e. A
record is essentially a handle #h, and the nodes and the sems on paths starting
at #h are said to belong to the record #h.

Formal details of the semantics of the STM will be given in a separate pub-
lication. Independent of the interpretation of the Semantic Mapping either as
semantic matrix or as graph, we will refer to it as the memory of the STM.

The SM interpreted as a graph is related to the concept of a semantic net-
work, introduced by Richens [10] in 1956. This and akin concepts are discussed
in detail by Sowa [15]. A standardized and widely used example of a semantic
network with the aim to be used in the World Wide Web is the Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF), described by Manola et al. [5] and speci�ed by
Lassila et al. [4].

A number of nodes are reserved for special tasks, and should not be used in
programs. We call these builtin nodes. A list of the builtin nodes is given in
Section 6.

In human-readable programs we refer to nodes by their names, alphanumeric
texts. The empty node is not representable in a program.

During parsing, every name is assigned an unused node, i.e., a node that
is not part of any sem in the current SM, and is not a builtin node. If nodes are
named suggestively they may convey meaning to the user, but this meaning is
not available to the interpreting machine.

Since there are equivalent formulations of Turing machines which use a 2-
dimensional memory instead of the tape (a proof is given by Cohen [1]) the
change to a binary operator instead of a tape alone would not go beyond the
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scope of a Turing machine. But by allowing the STM to manipulate its external
environment, the scope of an STM becomes strictly larger.

This is achieved by allowing nodes to have an external value, which might
be a string, an integer or another data type, stored outside the memory but
which is not part of the memory of the STM, . This external storage is handled
exclusively by external processors, known to the STM only by name using the
in and out commands. In particular, input/output of the STM is also handled
via external values; see Section 5.

The memory of the STM contains the function to be executed, its context
(i.e. input and output), and the information about �ow control as well, all
represented via the dot operation. To enable the processing of more than one
function in the same memory, e.g., when one function calls another function as a
subroutine, each function has its own core, i.e., a record reserved for temporary
data. A recursively called function has one core at every level of the recursion,
and the core of a called function cannot access the core of the calling function
(unless it is reachable from other nodes, which should be avoided for the sake of
transparency).

Since the core is the most important record for a function, we simplify the
notation for it: If no confusion can arise about the function (and hence the core)
under consideration, we use the caret ^ to abbreviate reference to the current
core. Hence ^a means #core.a, where #core is the current core of the function
under consideration. We also abbreviate the position (#core,a) as (^,a). In
any STM function, ^ means always the current core of this function. The caret
binds stronger than the dot operation, hence a.^b means a.(#core.b).

To start processing a function, the STM needs to know the node that contains
the context (input and output) of the function. Since we can store the functions
in di�erent libraries, it also needs to know the node denoting the library in
which the function code can be found is needed. Therefore the call of an STM
function has three arguments: the name of the function, the library and the
context. If no library is speci�ed, a standard library is assumed. For every call
of a function, an unused node is chosen and used as core.

3 The STM programming language

The most elementary part of the STM programming language is a command.
There are 33 di�erent commands; a list of the commands and their action is
given in Section 7. The commands are divided into three groups: commands
that structure the function but have no in�uence on the memory at runtime,
commands for �ow control, and assignments. The latter make alterations in the
memory of the STM or to external values.

Compared to transition tables of Turing machines, the e�ect of an STM
functions is much more intelligible. In fact, the STM programming language is
much more akin to an assembler-style language.
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Before describing the commands in detail, we say something about the struc-
ture of the STM language, nodes with constant meaning, and external processors
and values. This is the content of this and the next two sections.

The STM programming language has as reserved names, whose meaning
will be discussed in Section 4:

function

block

start

create

fields

copy

of

const

reserved

in

out

as

unlink

occupied

if

vcopy

goto

external

call

stop

All other alphanumeric strings may be used as variables for nodes.

4 Flow control

This section describes how the information for �ow control is represented in the
memory of the STM.

A block is a sequence of commands, starting with the command block #block.
Every block ends with a command that either halts the STM or calls another
block. A block can be entered only at its �rst command, but it is possible to
leave a block before its last command line is reached. A block is in fact more
than just a jump mark for the goto command, since a block always has to end
properly, i.e., by calling another block or by halting the STM.

An STM function is a sequence of commands beginning with function(#prog)
and followed by a sequence of blocks. Each STM function is represented in the
memory by a number of relations of the type

#lib.#function.#block.#line.#part=#node,

where #lib, #function and #block are the names of the library, the function
and the block, and #line is the number of the line in the block. The node #part
is one of the following: commname for to the name of the command, 1 for the �rst
argument, 2 for the second argument, and 3 for the third argument.

The position (#lib.#function,start) contains the node referring to the
�rst block, i.e., the block that has to be executed �rst in the function #function.

The STM command currently executed is called the focus; it changes with
each step performed. The focus is stored in (^block,^line), where ^block

contains the block currently executed, and ^line is a counter. If #a.#b=#c we
say that the position (#a,#b) contains the node #c. A position that contains a
count is called a counter. The position (^block,^line) contains the currently
executed line in the currently executed block, hence the focus. Incrementing
#line means to proceed one line forward in the function. Changing ^block and
setting ^line=1, as done by the goto and if command, sets the focus to the
�rst line of another block.
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The memory of the STM may contain more than one function: a function
(the caller) can call another function (the callee) as a subroutine. A function
can only modify sems reachable from its own core and its context node.

Since each function has its own core, context, etc., it is not su�cient just to
manage the information which command is currently executed, but a collection
of information concerning �ow control called a frame has to be kept in the
memory. There is one frame for every function, called the local frame, and one
special additional frame that enables the STM to jump between functions, called
the global frame. (Note that a function that calls itself as a subroutine are
considered as separate functions with as many separate local frames as generated
by the recursive call, although the function code is represented only once in the
memory of the STM.)

To achieve this separation and to be able to properly return to the caller,
the STM enters a new level each time one function calls another and returns to
the previous level upon completing the called function. The information in which
level the STM actually operates is available in position (corelist,depth). This
position contains a counter, and (corelist,(corelist.depth)) contains the
core of the function on level corelist.depth.

So when calling a function via a command of the form

function: #commname(^#context,^#lib),

the counter corelist.depth has to be incremented and the caret is set to a
unused node. When leaving a function, corelist.depth is decremented and the
caret is set back to corelist.(corelist.depth).

The user calls some function directly. This function works on depth=1 and its
core is stored in (corelist,1). If somewhere in this function another function is
called, then depth is incremented, hence depth=2 and an unused node is written
in (corelist,2). The called function is now executed, and has this node as its
own core. After the function is �nished, depth is set to 1 again, the core of the
function is unlinked, and the node depth.1 is used again as core.

depth 1 2 . . .

corelist

Table 1. The structure of the global frame

The local frame of a function can be accessed only by this function itself, and
holds all the information about the current state of the function, or of the state
the function was in, in the moment another function was called. The local frame
can be accessed via the core, and which local frame is used is fully determined
by the current core. Hence when setting back the caret to the core of the caller
of a function, the STM is set to continue executing the caller, since it now uses
the local frame of the caller. In the memory, a local frame looks as illustrated in
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Table 2, if #core is the core of the function currently executed. The local frame
contains

� the context, library and the core, written in the positions (^,context),
(^,lib) and (^,core);

� the name of the function: the position (^,function) contains the node
#lib.#function, and is needed to jump to other blocks by setting

^block = #lib.#function.#p,

where #p is the name of the block to jump to;
� the current block: ^block = #lib.#function.#block, and
� the current line: the counter ^line represents the line of the command cur-
rently executed, and is needed to obtain the focus via ^block.^line.

block line context lib function core

#core

Table 2. The structure of a local frame

For any node #core containing a core, we always set #core.core=#core by
default. Therefore ^core always contains the current core. As a result ^core.a = ^a,
which is a frequently needed property, which allows us to have fewer di�erent
commands since ^b becomes the special case of ^a.b with a=core (see Section
7).

5 External values and external processors

The STM has the ability to access the facilities of the physical device it is
implemented on. This may provide the STM with much better performance for
tasks it can export, and allows the use of external processors and programs in
di�erent programming languages.

Every node can have an external value, which is some data associated to
this node, but not part of the memory of the STM. Instead, it is managed by
the physical device which executes the STM. In descriptions of commands, we
refer to the external value of the node #node by VALUE(#node).

The values of nodes are directly processed by the physical device. Hence one
can bene�t from the full computational power of the physical device. A compu-
tation on the external values is said to be realized by an external processor.
External processors have no access to the memory of the STM, but may be called
from the STM as the command external.

External values can be copied to the memory of the STM, and conversely.
This is done by the commands in and out. A protocol is a label referring to
a particular description for representing external values in the memory of the
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STM. It is used as an argument for the commands in and out. There may be
an arbitrary number of protocols, as long as the device on which the STM is
implemented knows how to interpret them.

6 Nodes with constant meaning

The meaning of a record is contained in the sems, i.e., in the relations between
the nodes. We use a number of nodes called builtin nodes for special tasks,
and the counts to represent nonnegative integers,

6.1 Builtin nodes

The builtin nodes form a �nite subset of the nodes with names

TRUE

FALSE

DEPTH

CONTEXT

CORELIST

LIB

LINE

RESULT

FUNCTION

BLOCK

EXTERNAL

EXTERNALREF

MOVE

GOTO

FIELDS

COPY

COPYTOCORE

COPYFROMCORE

VCOPY

SET

GET

REFSET

REFGET

STOP

CREATE

IF

CHECK

EXIST

EXISTREF

SETCONST

SETCONSTREF

INC

DEC

START

FUNCTION

UNLINK

STRING

RESERVED

IN

OUT

REFIN

REFOUT

The builtin nodes must not be confused with the reserved names (see Section
3). While the reserved names are a set of alphanumeric strings that are not
allowed to be used as nodes in an STM program, the builtin nodes are a set of
nodes that are by the design of the STM used for certain purposes. Their names
could be used in a function but this should not be done to ensure a correct �ow
control.

The STM command create ^#1 never returns a builtin node.

6.2 Counts

The set of counts is a well-ordered, countably in�nite subset of the set of nodes.
The STM identi�es the counts with the nonnegative integers, hence the minimal
count with 0, the next greater count with 1, etc., which are also the names
of these counts. But when treated by a protocol, counts can be exported with
arbitrary semantic meaning, depending on the protocol.
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6.3 Strings

The most important protocol is the charcode protocol, which enables the STM
to handle characters as counts and counts as characters.

We �x the well-ordering of the counts by their names, i.e., the nonnegative
integers. But to stay closer to the implementation level, we write the integers as
octal numbers.

Octal numbers are written with a preceding slash, e.g., /10 = 8. A byte
consists of 8 bits, we write it in terms of 3 octals as /xyz with x a digit between
0 and 3, and y and z digits between 0 and 7. This naturally groups the 4·64 = 256
counts /000 to /377 by their �rst octal x into 4 groups of 64 characters each.
We call these 256 counts constants.

Bytes with x=0 are called ordinary characters (ochar), those are the
digits and alphabetic characters, together with blank ( ) and newline (←|). In
charcode text, which is a low-level output format, they will be printed directly
by the corresponding symbol. The bytes with x=1 are called regular charac-
ters (rchar), these are symbols frequently used in text, such as parenthesis,
punctuation marks etc. As charcode text, a regular character /1yz is a right
quote followed by the ochar representing /0yz. For example, the charcode for
the symbol � is 'Z, and for Ü it is 'U. The bytes with x=2 are called special
characters (schar), they represent symbols for mathematical typesetting. As
charcode text, they are printed by a double quote followed by an ochar. For
example, the charcode of the symbol

∑
is "s and the charcode of ∀ is "A. The

remaining 64 characters with x=3 are used as auxiliary characters (xchar),
and keys: In charcode text, they are written as a left quote followed by a digit.
The auxiliary characters `0�`9 are quotes and control characters. All other bytes
of the form /3yz represent keys. Keys are operators on the following characters,
for example the key `n means typographical negation: `make a slash through the
next symbol'. Hence, `n"B is the charcode text for the symbol 6⇒. Other keys are
used to change fonts, for Greek letters, for unicode characters, for IEEE �oating
point numbers, etc..

The charcode protocol allows a compact and readable representation of arbi-
trary text, accommodating up to 3 · 64 = 192 primary characters quotable with-
out alteration, and a handful of auxiliary characters with a syntactical meaning.
We have chosen our set of primary characters with an eye on being able to rep-
resent typical mathematical text, including formulas. For a complete description
of the charcode protocol, see [8].

7 Description of the STM commands

We now introduce the commands of the STM language and describe their e�ect.
There are four groups of commands: Table 3 describes the commands needed
to give the function an appropriate structure. Table 4 gives the commands used
for �ow control, and Table 5 the commands that establish communication with
the physical device, namely call external processors and access external values.
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Table 6 contains the assignments, i.e., those commands that perform alterations
in the memory of the STM. If an assignment refers to a position that is empty,
an error is produced.

Nr. STM command comment

1 function #1 �rst line of the function #1

2 block #1 �rst line of the block #1

3 start #1 start execution with block #1

Table 3. Structuring commands

Nr. STM command comment

21 goto #1 sets the focus to the �rst line of block #1

22 goto ^#1 sets the focus to the �rst line of block ^#1

23 if ^#1 goto #2 sets the focus to the �rst line of block #2 if ^#1=TRUE, and
to the next line if ^#1=FALSE

24 function: #1(^#2,^#3) starts execution of the STM function #1 in library ^#3 with
context ^#2

25 stop ends a function

Table 4. Commands for �ow control

Nr. STM command comment

26 external #1(^#2) starts execution of the external processor #1 with context
^#2

27 external ^#1(^#2) starts execution of the external processor ^#1 with context
^#2

28 in ^#1 as #2 imports VALUE(^#1) into ^#1 by protocol #2
29 out ^#1 as #2 exports ^#1 into VALUE(^#1) by protocol #2
30 in ^#1 as ^#2 imports VALUE(^#1) into ^#1 by protocol ^#2
31 out ^#1 as ^#2 exports ^#1 into VALUE(^#1) by protocol ^#2
32 ^#1=`string` sets VALUE(^#1) to string

33 ^#1=vcopy ^#2 sets VALUE(^#1) to VALUE(^#2), but produces an error if
VALUE(^#2) is unde�ned

Table 5. Commands for external communication
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Nr. STM command comment

4 ^#1=(^#2==^#3) sets ^#1 to the builtin node TRUE if ^#2 = ^#3, else to FALSE

5 ^#1=copy ^#2 makes a complete copy of the graph with root ^#2 to the
position (^,#1)

6 ^#1=copy #2 makes a complete copy of the graph with root #2 to the
position (^,#1)

7 #1=copy ^#2 makes a complete copy of the graph with root ^#2 to the
node #1

8 ^#1.#2=^#3 assigns ^#3 to ^#1.#2

9 ^#1.^#2=^#3 assigns ^#3 to ^#1.^#2

10 ^#1=^#2.#3 assigns ^#2.#3 to ^#1

11 ^#1=^#2.^#3 assigns ^#2.^#3 to ^#1

12 ^#1.#2=const #3 writes #3 to ^#1.#2, but produces an error if the node #3 is
not a constant

13 ^#1.^#2=const ^#3 writes ^#3 to ^#1.^#2, but produces an error if the node ^#3
is not a constant

14 ^#1 ++ increments the counter ^#1, but produces an error if ^#1 is
not a counter

15 ^#1 -- decrements the counter ^#1, but produces an error if ^#1 is
not a counter or the counter 0

16 create ^#1 assigns some unused node to ^#1

17 ^#1=fields of ^#2 assigns the used �elds of the record ^#2 to ^#1.1, ^#1.2,. . .
18 ^#1=occupied(#2.#3) sets ^#1 to TRUE if #1.#2 is occupied, else to FALSE

19 ^#1=occupied(^#2.^#3) sets ^#1 to TRUE if ^#1.^#2 is occupied, else to FALSE

20 unlink ^#1 deletes the edges not reachable from outside the record ^#1

Table 6. Assignment commands

Note that the grammar is quite rigid: we can write ^a ++, but neither a ++

nor ^^a ++ nor ^a.b ++ is an STM command. Thus sacri�ce of convenience
helps to keep the number of di�erent commands small. At this point, the use
of the construction #core.core=#core discussed in Section 4 can be seen: it
allows us to have less di�erent commands in the STM programming language:
for example, we do not need an extra command for the assignment ^#1=^#3

since ^core.#1=^#3 has the same e�ect.

8 Turing machines and their simulation

In this section we formally introduce Turing machines and show that the STM is
a generalization of a Turing machine, by giving an STM function that simulates
an ordinary Turing machine.

The action of the Turing machine is determined by a �nite list of instruc-
tions of the form

S | R |W |M | S′
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which applies if S is the state the TM is currently in, and R is the symbol
currently read by the TM. In this case, the following actions are performed, in
this order:

1. The symbol W is written. If W is the empty string, then nothing is written.
2. The head moves one cell to the right if M = R and one cell to the left if

M = L. If M is the empty string, then no movement is performed.
3. The state of the TM changes to S′.

If no instruction applies, the TM halts.
Since their introduction, Turing machines have been the subject of intensive

study. Besides their prominent theoretical role in computer science, Turing ma-
chines have many interesting applications, reaching from problems such as the
halting problem (see Odifreddi [9]), to formal languages (see Cohen [1]).

Very little e�ort was put in making universal Turing machines user-friendly
while keeping them small, which would be related to the goal of our work. But
there has been put much e�ort in constructing smaller and smaller universal
Turing machines, i.e., special Turing machines that can simulate every other
Turing machine, from the 1950's until today1. Small universal Turing machines
were studied, e.g., in the in�uential paper [6] byMinsky, in Robinson [11], and
recently in Neary & Woods [7].

The STM-code of a universal TM

As an example for the STM programming style we now specify the STM function
that simulates an arbitrary Turing machine. The reader should interpret it with
the help of Tables 3 � 5 .

The cells on the tape of the Turing machine are simulated by the positions
(^context.tape,0), (^context.tape,1) etc., where (^context.tape,0) is
the left end of the tape, and initially holds the delimiting symbol `>'. Posi-
tions that are empty are interpreted by the Turing machine as blank spaces.
The alphabet of the Turing machine is arbitrary, but must not contain the pipe
|. Furthermore, the characters > and the blank space are reserved. At the begin-
ning of execution, the head of the TM is assumed to be on ^context.tape.1,
and the TM to be in state 1.

The instructions of the Turing machine are represented in the memory of the
STM as follows:

^context.state.n contains S of instruction n
^context.reading.n contains R of instruction n
^context.towrite.n contains W of instruction n
^context.tomove.n contains M of instruction n
^context.tostate.n contains S′ of instruction n
to just The position of the head is stored in (^,position), and the state of

the TM is stored in (^,state).
1 In October 2007, Alex Smith claimed to have found the smallest Uni-
versal Turing Machine possible, having 2 states and 3 symbols, see
www.wolframscience.com/prizes/tm23/solved.html
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function UTM

block init

% makes the necessary nodes available in the core

^core.position=const 2

^core.state=const 1

^core.cR=const R

^core.cL=const L

^commandstate=^context.state

^commandreading=^context.reading

^commandtowrite=^context.towrite

^commandtomove=^context.tomove

^commandtostate=^context.tostate

goto nextcommand

block nextcommand

% initializes the comparing, reads the tape, replaces tape position

% that are empty by an underscore

^core.trycommand=const 1

^symbolontape=^context.^position

^notreadingblank=occupied(^context.^position)

if ^notreadingblank goto checkstate

^core.symbolontape=const _

goto checkstate

block trynext

% read the next command, halts the TM if there are no instructions left

^trycommand ++

^therearemorecommands=occupied(^commandstate.^trycommand)

if ^therearemorecommands goto checkstate

stop

block checkstate

% checks if the state of the TM is equal to the state in the command

^stateincommand=^commandstate.^trycommand

^samestate=(^state==^stateincommand)

if ^samestate goto checksymbol

goto trynext

block checksymbol

% checks if the symbol read by the TM is equal to

% the symbol in the command

^symbolincommand=^commandreading.^trycommand

^samesymbol=(^symbolincommand==^symbolontape)

if ^samesymbol goto executecommand
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goto trynext

block executecommand

% executes the instructions in the command

^towrite=^commandtowrite.^trycommand

^tomove=^commandtomove.^trycommand

^tostate=^commandtostate.^trycommand

^context.^position=^towrite

^core.state=^tostate

^moveleft=(^tomove==^cL)

^moveright=(^tomove==^cR)

if ^moveleft goto left

if ^moveright goto right

goto nextcommand

block left

% moves the head to the left

^position --

goto nextcommand

block right

% moves the head to the right

^position ++

goto nextcommand

start init

The STM function above simulates an arbitrary TM and does not use exter-
nal storage. Since an ordinary TM has no external storage and it is not speci�ed
how an external processor should behave, it is impossible to give an ordinary
TM that simulates an arbitrary STM function.

9 The USTM

A universal semantic Turing machine (USTM) is a special STM function
capable of simulating the processing of an other STM function P in the following
sense: The context of the USTM contains the STM function P and the context
of P. When the USTM has halted, the USTM has produced the same changes in
the context of P as those P would have produced when called directly.

When the USTM is started, nodes for function, context and library have
to be passed to the USTM as part of its core. It is assumed that this information
is stored in ^sim_prog, ^sim_context and ^sim_lib before calling the USTM.

The structuring commands function, block and start described in Table
3 do not have to be simulated since they only structure the function, and their
e�ect is already covered by the way the function to be simulated is represented in
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the memory. For every other command in the STM language, there is a block in
the USTM that simulates the e�ect of this command. Together with an overhead
that initializes the core of the USTM, this adds up to only 230 lines of code.
Compare this, e.g., to the re�ective interpreter by Jefferson & Friedman in
[3], which has 273 lines but much less direct expressiveness. The complete code
of the USTM can be found in [8].

Once one has convinced oneself of the correctness of the USTM, one can
make the implementation of the STM on some physical device also trustworthy
by checking empirically (or, in principle, in a formal way) that a number of
critical STM functions executed by the implemented STM produce the same
output as in the case when the USTM simulates these functions.
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